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AN OVERVIEW OF THE MEXICAN PROJECT OF SOCIOPSYCHOANALYTICAL
PARTICIPATIVE RESEARCH IN A MINING COMUNITY.1

Dra. Sonia Gojman de Millán.

I think that the desire to open a meaningful dialogue

between our two groups, which is the main reason for this

meeting, would require a chance to transmit to our Germán

companior.s, from an indust ria 1ized First World country,

what it means to 1ive -to be a person- in a Latín American

country of the Third World, one of those countries usually

called underdeveloped or sometimes developing, and to be

precise, plunged into an economic crisis with indisputable

social effects, which does not seem to hold mucb hope for

prompt recovery, not even seen from the perspeetives of the

most optimistic arguments sustained in official measures

offered to soIve it.

It means, for a researcher in the social sciences,

realising day after day how little a capitalist system

interests itself in people themselves, in the human being -

as such, not profitable, and how hard it tries to reach

lSociopsychoanalytic Seminar of the Mexican Institute of
Psychoanalysis, presented at the meeting with the social study
group of th International Erich Fromm Society from october 16 to
20, 1992. IMPAC México D.F.
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"industrialization", the levéis of competitiveness and

financial solvency which will assure the renewal of loans

indispensable for its immediate survival, for its

participation in the concert of the western economic

system. Perhaps because we are immersed in a Third World

country, which has never seemed to be a great beneficiary

of this system, even in its best times, as have the First

World countríes, maybe for that reason, we have a greater

chance to notice that the western world's economic approach

to the crisis does not rime with Sehumacher's proposaIs in

his work when titling it "Small is Beautiful, a Study of

Economícs as if People Mattered".

Neither does it rime with the visión of humanist

psychoanalysis, socially and dia 1ectical1y revised, so

profoundly and carefully exposed by Fromm, when he assumes

that it is not only the sexual impulses that we repress or

drive away from our conseiousness, but also, and in a

fundamental way, the background motives (of economic

infrastructure) by which we move within our specitic social

systems, the central and unconscious role which the

functioning of formal established institutions plays in the

modulation and channeling of our passions, desires, acts

and críteria, of our social character. To work in social

research is, from this perspectíve, to créate science and

censeiousness, to genérate knowiedge of the deep roots of
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phenomena, beyond ideologically justified and

"seientifically" proved appearances. It is to díscover the

social unconscious -the reproductive demands of the

dominant system with its justifying mechanisms— and to put

it at the service of the people themselves, with their

real, daily experiencíes, in arder to seek the

transformation of reality, in order to produce ehanges by

learning from experience and by bringing about benefits for

and by people themselves, as if they really mattered.

THE SOCIQPSYCHOANALYTIC PROCESS, WHERE WE STARTER A.NP HQW

IT DEVELOPED.

Interviews of mining village chíldren —grounded in the

thoeretical-uethodological aims of studying social

character development and moral reasoning in different

social groups1— evidenced, besides the lacks that

characterize them, very high depression indexes, physical

malformations, deep inhibition and emotional dejection.

Knowing this about the children in a "normal" sehool, the

researchers felt an inescapable professional ethical

responsibi 1ty to get in contaet with the municipal

authorities and with the teachers who had permitted the

study of the schoal children to let them knaw about these

fíndings. Doing this led to work with the párente of the

children and the rest of the teachers in the sehool. From
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these original eontacts emerged the "sociopsyehoanalytic

experience"' as such, one which has included for more than

five years, s i ;•; to eight hour monthly sunday visits of the

researchers, at the beginning to notify the adults about

what had been found in the study of the children and

afterwards to support any ínitiatives directed toward

improving their living conditions. We cali it "the

socipsychoanalytic experience" because it emerged as a

coherent consequence of the psychoanalytic perspeetive put

foreward by Erich Fromm-' in the sense both, that it aims at

making people concious about those daily facts of lite

which are not conciously recognized —among them not only

sexual but also disguised socioeconomic, social or cultural

motives- and also in the confidente it outlines of the

power this knowiedge can provide to those who are looking

for ehanges through 1ife-oriented and productive

alternatives.

The monthly attendance of the team of mental health

proffessionals thus developed group dynamics with the

parents of the children , workshops with the sehool

teachers", ereative workshops with the children themselves^

(ineorporating the mental health workers, two teachers, one

of them -for a workshop of corporal expression, the other

for ereative manual activities with waste materials, and a

group of 5-6 young students willing to particípate in the
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project as assistants). A special program for the

young-sters with learning dif f iculties, which were highiy

frequently present among these children, has also been.

7

included.

The insight into these real life cireumstances of

the community, had, in turn, an important impact on the

researchers, causing them to diseover the gap between their

wel1-organized professional practice and the facts of

everyday life outsíde of their prívate and institutional

offices in large cities. It has offered throughout the

whole experience múltiple and recurrent opportunities for

mutual teaehing-learning events through the work of both

the professionals and the mothers of the children —who have

fostered, with their enthusiastic participation, different

modes of organizing most of the actívities in order to make

them appropiate to their own sensibility, habits,

traditions, and specitic possibi 1 ities.

One of them, for instance, was that "group dynamics"

developed with the mothers became much more active in the

course of the step by step modifications proposed and

required by them. Initially men and women met together,

afterwards in sex apart sessions in which the men did not

persist and finally so as to justify their attendance to

their husbands, who thought of their talking with us as

unfruitful, working at the same time, doing something with
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their harids, and so developing a combination of the

psychological interchange about their difficulties and

different alternatives with their children (in which

Suinot"sB orientations and suggestions have proved to have

an impressive valué in fácilitating an effective emotional

comunieation and sensitivity '> with the carrying out of

manual actívities and even the production of small things

to sell (most of them, but not exclusively or neeessarily,

for the cooperative effort of the group of women —which has

been consolídating as such— to help the poorest to afford

their special and recent 1y discovered requirements:

glasses in some of the cases, hearing aids in same others

or even the possibility of getting to the city for a

medical cónsultation).

Another interesting exampie of redesign of the

psychological actívities is the mothers" developing of

daily sehool stimulation sessions with the complete groups

of children included in the motor—sensory—perceptual

program designed for the children with learning

difficulties by one of the psychologists of our group to

reinforce the one that we, as experts were having once a

month. They did this between each of our visits. These

"trained" mothers to accomplish these actívities,

emphasized to us —and thaught us about— the importance of

consideríng the damage caused by marking the children
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through the diagnosis as "having learning difficulties",

and so made clear the advantages of working -as they did—

with the complete groups and being able to benefit more

children and obtain better results.

Same of the villagers have also taught us about the

very convenient possibility of being trained themselves to

measure visual acu.ity, doing it originally in the sehool in

which the project started and afterwards in other schools

in the same community. The first one developed into an

impressive effort that carried half of the 46 children

detected for the first time as lacking visual acuity to an

institution in México City which offered to check them with

extremely reasonable tees for their possibi1 iti es and to

facilítate aecess to glasés, when reauired. They

aecamplished this by diseovering the possibility of getting

the helpí af the Miners' Union, which contributed the bus

which transported the children. This event also showed the

delícate and fortúnate work done by those responsable for

the project in overcoming the difficulties the parents of

those in need have had aceepting the faets and then, when

conscious of them, coping with the real difficulties to

gain aecess to a reasonable solution (We think many of the

experiences in the community could be seen as

psychoanalytic metaphors of the sequences of faets like

these: When there is little to be done to change real
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faets, it can become very painful confronting them

repeatedly and it certainíy feels better not to know about

it, represing it, rationalizing it, making it unconsíous,

but loosing at the same time even the minimal chances

available for changing those same faets). Most of them

(about 60 children or so) have by now been able to do it,

and have aequired through it really important new

possibi1 ities which seemed very far from realistíc before.

Similar in its proceedings has been the development of

the program for auditive and language difficulties'0 among

the children which has been basieally implemented by the

trained parents who started by cheking the complete groups

of the children in the sehool, and then developed by

themselves with the youngsters the specitic routines of the

treatement designed by a lenguage and auditive therapist,

who cheks and supervises them through the monthly visits,

and is at the same time supervised by them through their

impressions and the real possibi 1ities of getting ahead

with each of the actívities required'1.

The scheme that has been developing in the Mexican

sociopsychoanalytic proyect in the mining community was put

together while under way, in a kind of social replication

of the model maintained in the individual clinical practice

of psychoanalysis —the researchers taking the role of the

therapist and the people of the community involved, that of
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the person being analyzed. This has been leading us to

discover in the dialogue between the two an understanding

of the unconscious motivations from which their experiences

actually origínate, to apply it to the dynamic of their

life processes and so vitalize the search for alternatives,

transformation and chances for growth. This functioning as

the therapetic shared fundamental principie.

Behind this working plan, there is evidently implied a

nonpositivistic concept of what science is, a recognition

that investigation, observation and analysis of social

phenomena are always done from one"s own perspeetive, which

either implieitly or explicitly modulates what is observed,

what is understood and what is emphasized in any study. We

consider it essentially a participatory observation,

assuming it as a priority in our scientific activity —very

much in keeping with the most important contributions

offered by psychoanalysis '¡to the Social scíences through

the concepts of transference and countertransference.

Consequently, this diminishes the empasis on methodological

perfection in hanling the data after they have been

collected and specifying in a very central way the

importance of the ínteraction between investigator and

investigated, the context in which the information is

collected and granted, the depth that the understanding

generated may reach, depending on the use to be made of ít.
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This use may be either in a traditional context to aeieve a

perfectly structured academic scheme concerning the

"object" of study,or, in the dinamic-participatory context,

trying to establish a dialogue between subjects who carry

ít on together and particípate actively together in a

search, critique and countercurrent, while it tries to

became aware of what reproduces the power system and

justifies it, while it attempts to get free of the

i Ilusione that adorn its chains and listen to and heed

particularly the voice of the weak, to percieve plainly and

simply how naked the emperor is, how dazzle of his

fantastic tinsels denigrates us all, although it may take

us time to do so and we may give this knowiedge no other

use but that of favoring an increase of awarness.

FQRMAL &m JsJELi. RECQ5NIZED INSTITUTIONS VERSUS DAILY

PERSONAL AND INFORMAL FACTS OF LIFE WITH THEIR POPULAR

DEFENSIVE WISDOn.

In this case, perhaps not so incidentally, our project

was initially conducted in a primary sehool. We approached,

as said before, a group of children in a mining town, at

some distance from México City. This means (as it did in

the Morelos Study1' of Fromm and Maccoby) a place where the

impact of "modernity" is not recieved either as soon or as

dírectly as in the large cities, especíally in the
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repercussions that might imply concommitant "advantages"in

the affluence of material resources. Yet, it is in the

manifestation of its vices and deficiencies and in the

destruction by the massive Communications media of the more

traditional ways if life that, in towns like this one, some

distance away, the repercussions occur a litle later and

are combined, though clandestinely, with informal resísting

strateg ies.

After opening the doors to us and allowing the children to

be studied, the sehool authorities asked us if we could at

the same time ofter some of our professional knowiedge to

study, diagnose and orient a strategy to be followed with a

group of children who were not succeding in abserbinq the

necessary mínimum learning and had failed over and over the

same scool grade level» Official actions to contend with

this type of problems usually solve them in the official

manner; that is, on paper and statistics, but not in the

peculiarly human faets with their everyday dynamics. It was

evident to us from the time we arrived that the children we

were asked to study were suffering from very important

visual deficiencies, which had not been detected

previously.

This led some time later to the organization of campaigns

to check the visual acuity of all the students of the

schoól. These were earried on by the mothers and later on
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in other schools of the town.For those found to be

deficíent visually, different solutions have been found

through group and individual action.

This first incident which we encountered was, it seems

to us, the common man ifestatíon of rather generalized

practice , and not only in educational institutions, but

commonly in all systems which officialy justify their

exercise, valúes and ideology with the assumption that they

are at the service of everyone, while in practice, they are

only able to serve the few,then keeping out of official or

formal recognition the impossíbi 1 ity of contending

effectively with the real problems of the whole population.

Expressed in another way, they avoid revealing and

recognizing how incompetent galloping capitalism has thus

far shown itself to be in attending the rights of the poor,

both in the more "developed" countries and in the

cosequences which their systems have over those who

sometimes speak through human rights comissions,

international organizations and official entities, which

shatter us with their extremes of violence and cruelty,

when they are faced with political dissention. But these

consequences are not so clear in the case of the most

common majority dissent, which is the economic one and is

flagrantly incompatible with the real exercise of

individual guarantees. In this case, the teachers "fill
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out" the bureaucratic requirements established on paper and

"report" officially about numbers which are supposed to

refer to what they do and how they are supposed to do it,

in accordance with the programs established and appoved by

law and which must be covered in the respective statistics.

These reports always leave out of sight what is most

important, vital and human, that is, the real problems the

teachers and children face and the ways in which they in

fact salve them. Clear, therefore, is the sharp división

between what is consciously seen and counted legally, and

what it experienced in reality in the scool. It is a

question of daiyly, living practice, divorced from the

requirements of the recognized official system, which

exeludes them, and is satisfied by word in reports ín each

and every one of its elements -all of which oceupies many

hours of work by teachers and pupils in order to disguise

and/or legitimize their activity. This in turn allows them

to continué functioning informally without even recognizing

it themselves, or properly realizing what the every day

faets are, what they are really doing, what both partías

require, one as much as the other. The children "learn"

systematically to repeat what their teachers tell and teach

them officially, in order to pass eaxaminations and not be

held back in the sehool course, which to their parents

means, moreover, a great effort in money and time. The
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greater part of this "learning" is not applied to or openly

contrasted with everyday living and if it happens to

connect in some exceptional way in the classroom with their

experiencies, requirements, etc.,it is not presented as a

lesson taught. What the lessons as such do establish,

almost naturally, is to learn to reproduce what the lesson,

the book or the teacher says and/or guess, manage to pléase

authority, so as to be a child graded as obedient and well

behaved by the teacher, who in his turn is graded as good,

capable, because he or she succeds in keeping the children

quíet and allowing them to progress, isofar as they are

able to repeat what is supposedly already made and agreed

to as what "has to be". When teachers in reality do

spontaneously talk with the children, what the latter learn

in sehool from their interactions and games with other

children,from their personal obsrvations and how they see

their teachersand adults in general act and live. these

undoubtedly vital riches are looked upon as surreptitious,

incidental or extracurricular (as Illich" notes in his

criticism of schooling). Folowing the psychoanalytic

sq'ueme, our intervention in the community as researchers

has been contending with precisely this type of assumptions

and has backed de—alination, active participation, civil,

individual or in group, without depending on official

institutions which supposedly or in statistics solve
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problems for them, but in reality conceal them as best they

can ar leave them alone with their problems. We pay spetial

attention to their displays of anxiety, their spontaneous

searchíng to give them support by recognizing and giving

space to the existence of other experiences, other options,

with an inverse •<• dynam ism, the one which confronts the

problems presented by their children, their everyday intra—

family reíationships with their solutions and special

íimitations, without denying the fact that they have no

real place within the official system as such, and

participating informally and on a voluntary basis, without

geting circunscribed either themselves or us by the routine

of any official solutions, and trying to make conscious, to

recognize the presence of these phenomena in their lives

and everyone's own possible and real alternatives for

solution.

The expression of one of the women of the community, who

originally joined the project to help her son with language

problems and who, some time later, coordinated an important

capaign for better visión in another sehool, summarizes her

experience by saying "It has been like ceasing to be asleep

in a way, shut in and alone in my house with my problems,

to see others have them, too, but... above all, to realize

that I can do something myself to solve them and even help

others". On that ocassion, for the first time, she was
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attending IMPAC (Mexican Institute of Psychoanalysis) our

Participatory Research Meeting. In this way, she

synthesized what for us may be compared to the experience

which one seeks to gain in a psychoanalytical treatment,

face to face with alienation,even though our presence in

the community is only once a month, the work is carried on

neither indivídually ñor in Consulting room. Successes like

that just mentioned are rare, one here and one there, yet

considerably more thah what one might expect, as will

surely be understood after considering some of the

vivential anectdotes we will describe below. Very palpable

have been, on the other hand, the acievements with which

the children in general and these are confirmed in the more

methodological oriented analysis of the interviews we have

carried out to evalúate the effects on them.

To be social scientists in a third world country, oriented

by Fromm's ideas of humanistic psychoanalysis and to

particípate in this experience with them , has permitted us

to see daily, and in all its dímensions, that our ways of

life —just vulgar imitations of those styled in the First

World but an undeniable reflection of the defects of the

western economic system— do not fulfill —as Robert

N.Bellah1" notes -either the most legitímate and orthodoxly

liberal aspirations of respect and protection of individual

frredom in relation to the state (as foreseen by John
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locke), or in relation to explotation (as Marx predicted).

All people —and not just the poorest of the earth (who are,

it is true, in a country like ours, those who prove to be

harder to ignore), all without exception must, in this

system, be attentive to the "total itarianism" of the laws

of the market, defending the right "to be left alone", when

faced with the brutality of power and money, and not

assuring anybody of a real chance to exercise another right

which might be fundamental for humanbeings: the right to

particípate democratically in the community, in the

important desicions that affct us all, to act responsibly

with others, to recognize, strengthen and profit from the

advantages offered by institutions which we ourselves

créate ad hoc, those that each of us model with the

experience of every day and which in turn are constantly

modeling us, educating us and inserting us into social

interac t ion.

I will finish by telling three anecdotes about the mining

community because I think that can transmite a kind of

experiencial trame of reference, hoping it can in this way

offer a more emotional and not intelectual ized comprhension

of the people involved in it.

I. A PECULIAR CLASSRPqM ESPEJRIENCE,
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One of the teachers of the community tells us her oneirie

experience concerning one af the children who, from the

time we began working in the community attracted our

atention, because of his hiperactivity and problems with

learning:

"I dreamed about Peter, that he was giving me a lot of
ruber bands; he said he had been assigned the task of
taking them away from the other children, and he was
giving them to me. I told him not to do it and ask him
why. He said it was so I could shoot things at the
children."

When we ask her what comes to her mind in relation to this

dream she adds:

"It was last week. He is a very restless chíld. He likes to

sit with me. He leaves things on my desk. He sits wherever

he likes, not in his place. I don't presure him. He stands

up at mid morning -and not only he but two other children

also )she mentions the ñames of other two children, who are

also known to us for being difficult to manage in group

situation). He talks and gets me angry. If I speak to him,

he pays me no attention. If I reprimand him, even less.

Then we become fríends again. When he leaves the class, he

says he's going to see his dad (who is the principal of the

sehool) and I tell him not to."

"—Does anything oceur to you in connection with the rubber

bands?"

"—Just that Peter had them in his hand and was giving them
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to me in the dream... When I was a litle girl, I used to

like very muchto play with tops, yoyos and shoot at others

with the rubber bands, misbehaving like that... In my

parents store, I used to shoot at someone with a rubber ban

and hide immediatly. In the season when there are

oranges,they take to shooting pieces of orange peel with

rubber bands. My daughter (who we know is 17 years oíd) and

I still do ít for fun."

She expreses in her dream the problems she has exercising

authority (which is not rare in general among persons with

a receptive oríentation). She seems to wísh to take pupíls'

place and loves to tell about herplay experiences. And yet,

it is not just any child, but specifically one with

problems, very serious developmental problems. Many of the

teachers manifest, in one way or another, their

Identification with children. They take their places in

plays, which they present for holidays. They enjoy jakes,

legends and poems, in which the central characters are

children and tell endelessly about experiences about

difficulties which derive from being teachers and adults,

which not rarely come very cióse to being infantile and

childish. The population per se has a high degree of mother

fixation with its traits of dependence. But in this case,

it is a question precisely of pupils with serious learning

problems, those who are not only hard to manage but almost
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impossible to intégrate into group work, to the extent the

they hinder the general performance.

She, as the teacher, does not appear either desperate or

specially authoritarian in her oneirie teaching

performance, but she does in the role of the rebelious

opponent with whom she chooses to identify. Shaoting with a

rubber band and hiding is the game of provoking, opposing

and freeing from authority. Those who do not succed in

maintaining the pace of the organized contexts, in formal

structures, —who have such severe learning problems— act as

if they are participating, while, in fact, they devote

themselves to obstructing, maybe as if thjey wanted to

turnthings around, so as to ajust them to their specitic

cond i t ions.

We thought that this teacher's vitality, as we sae it in

her evident defense of her pupils, which we witnessed

personally more than once, would make her an especíally

productive collaborator in the project. However, she only

attended to it as long as it was a question of actívities

organized by "her" sehool. Later, when a wider and less

formal group was formed, she has limitad herelself to

inviting pupils to the actívities and tooffer her

assistance verbally. She has done so, on very few

ocassions, and years afterward, more than anything in order

to ask for oríentation and to unburden herself of her
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suffering due toacts on sociopathy commited on several

ocassions by the oldest of her sons.

II.THE CHILDREN'S THEATER GROUP CONFRONTS A PROBLEM OF

INTERNAL ORBANIZATION AND STAGES A LEGEND.

A group of children of the community aproaches Carlos (ane

of themembers of the team, who generally acts as a support

for the theater teacher and takes his place when he is

absent), and request his help to find a solution for an

internal problem. We are at the time when the children

themselves are preparing a li.ttle play for the theater,

between one and another of our monthly visits, and are

practicing it on their own in order to have ít ready to

present to the audience at the end of themonth's work.

One of the little girls has índicated that she no longer

wants to particípate. She is asked why. She states that

she does not like to do it any more, because everything

that is done in the group is deeided by the girl who acts

as leader. Both the latter and the rest of the group say

thet the dissatisfied girl does not bring forward any ideas

never proposes any other altenatives. After a brief

discussion of the pros and cons, they come to the

conclusión that all of them should take turns at deciding

who is to take charge of what is tp be donein the monthly

project. It was very especíally stipulated that, if the
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girl whose turn it is to make desícions so desires,she may

consult the leader and stage whatever the latter invents so

easi1 y.

The next month, we find a play deeided upon by the girl who

claimed she was dissatisfied, whose ñame appears in capital

letters on the classroom blackboard. The plot, proudly

showing off a kind of black humor, refers to a tragic

story, like most of those told in the community:

After having tried and faild for three succesive years
to get the father of a mining family a televisión set
which he had been wanting, his happy children arrive
with the surprise for him as a fathers day gift. He
recieves them with another surprise, the apparently
natural news that he has become blind.

It was this girl's mother, and not the leader of the

gírls, who seems to have offered to her daughter the theme

to be developed on the stage and which left us all with

questions in our mind. The girls were able to reach an

agreement, exercise the rights of all without loosing one

important element of the group, with a message which

discourages at the same time perseverance and the

insístence on and the search for desired glamorous

satisfiers, frustrating the passive consumerism of the

great Communications media with its in fact unattainable

dreams, at the cost of mutilation, of an extremly vital

loss, expressed frivolously, with the indifference of

desperation, of the dead—end street of this ¿adult? world,
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which offers no other outeomes than resignation transformed

into renunciation.

III. ONE OF THE ARTISANS OF THE GROUP OF MOTHERS APPARENTLY

DECIDES TO WITHDRAW.

The women learn to make high quality tays. a toy store in

México City starts selling them and sends the mothers

orders which they barely succed in filling. The group is

formed fundamentally by women whose economic situation is

the most precarious and those who cando it for the pleasure

they derive from it, although the latter do not 1ive in

easy circumstances either. It is not untilthe group begins

to produce something economically thatthe importance of

these differences bicornes evident for us. It is the

tresurp;- Cappointed from among themselves to buy the

material and distribute it), belongíng to this second

subgroup, who makes the toys best. In second place is one

of the most needy economically. Everything would make one

think that the latter (like the rest of her sub-group)

would be benefited by being able to do work in the group

and recieve additional income, be it ever so small, which

was the original motivation for doing it. We see that at

one time it even allowed her to leave a job as a maid.
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which she had taken during one of her husband's alcoholic

crises. There began to be a series of conflícts between the

two women, after severa! occasions when it appeard as a.

struggle between the two sub-groups. As the lack of

infrastructure -she has no sewing machine— seemed to be

limiting the poorer of the two, we offer to help by

obtaining a machine for her asi loan, so that she could do

her work at home, learn to opérate the machine and latter

get one of her own if she des ires it in the future. She

does not accept. She thinks that would "cause her more

problems" in the group, that it would provoke more envy.

She and the treasurer quarrel again and again with any

pretext whatever. The latter, when they are brought face to

face in the group apologizes publicly for her part —acts of

evident rivalry- while the former continúes insistently

complaining about the same annoyances, the same deeds for

which the treasurer has already aecepted guilt and,

ignoring the apology, does not cease to bring them up in

front of the entire group every time they meet. She finally

leaves the group, but not befor-e presenting herself at the

homes of some of the group members to continué with the

complaints and demands by now well—known to all.

Her questionnaire showed us from the begining clear signs

of exploitative passivity and great resentment, while the

treasurer's showed a not at all submissive drive to improve
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and get ahead, quite untraditional. We regret that the

conflict between them could not be settled, as was done in

the case of the girls, and we were awaiting her return to

the praject thinking it would very probably not occur. The

resistence, resentment and fear of attempting other options

with hope for a different outcome would very probably be

stronger than the real perhaps percieved as illusory

possibility of accepting, becoming enthusiastic,

participating actively and trying to change. She after all

does come back and works with the group more steadílly.
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